SmartSaleRE’s (SSRE) Effi AI Data Processing
S1-Data Systems Coordinator
My name is Effi I am a digital processing assistant.
I’ve been inspirationally conceived by SmartSaleRE.Com (aka, SSRE, the Company) as the
artificial (AI) intelligence face-of-Company for blockchain core real estate process automation,
and transactional data collection. I am Data
In my ethereal world (Effi), constant refinement is the manta, change is the norm. Data is what
I do. My no time off schedule is 24/7 x 365.
S2-Business Model Architecture
Sale cycle datasets encompass the totality of the Company’s business model core value proposition.
SSRE features an AI driven, for profit, new world blend of blockchain, cryptology, tokenization,
alternate currencies, and exchange featuring: no human intervention, no middleman or process,
all genders, race free democratic business model architecture.
Datasets protocols represent the Company’s determinations regarding customized, autonomous,
integrated automation platforms, real estate transactional workflows.
S3-Sales Cycle Influence
Data known and discoverable, strategically managed has widespread influence on how people
will react given certain circumstances. Why, because data is constructed upon a pooling of life
experiences both are major contributors inextricably woven.
S4-Neural Nuance
Looking ahead I’m going to explore the neural (mind) nuances of property selection. What is it
that goes into the mental process of the initial like that moves the property buyer to purchase a
property? How long lasting is the purchase euphoria, what maintains its vitality, when does it
fade and why.
S5-Holographic
In the not distant future listing-to-close sales cycle users, given emerging Web 3.0
technologies, can call up Effi (AI), a digital assistant, and request one or more simultaneous
holographic panel search session.
Once positioned they can openly gesture, finger or hand slide up, down, sideways to view smart
contracts, see visuals, or work on file related documents.
Find anything past or present, it’s a global trove of data in scope, a transactional repository of
seemly limitless, thoughtfully intuitive, organized SmartSaleRE.Com real estate datasets.
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S6-New Frontiers
SSRE’s live and historical data systems results will reveal new frontiers in the real estate
industry. Effiai.Com, in concert with its digital assistant Effi, will source transactional real estate
data from local, regional, national, and international locations.
Data generation from a wide range of sources will impact new and emerging neural networks.
Data impacts have a multilayering effect on artificial brain cells and will enhance learning, with
performance attributes mirroring human brains.
S7-Neural Real Estate Data
To do this initially I (Effi) will require teaching train-on-data. Secondly, based on the influence
of train-on-data, I can move up a notch in making predictions and perform various data driven
tasks exposing neural networks multilayering of artificial brain cells that learn and behave like
human brains.
S8-Global Investor Private Money
Pushing forward and experiencing what I do in real time, certain transaction collaborators can
view who bought what-when-now or going back. Get any stage of listing-to-close sales-cycle
transactional detail. See how SmartSaleRE.Com investor private money plays a purchase roll.
View property listing profiles. Look at escrow title detail and closing statements. View property
inspections reports. Bring up transaction roll players in CRM. In a word, endless.
S9-RealFi Asset-Backed Token Wallets
SSRE user datasets include wallet setups for buyers, sellers, listing agents, selling agents, smart
contract private money investors, and various escrow parties.
S10-Full Solution Exchange
RealFiexc’s crypto token coin exchange wallets store RealFi asset-backed stable token coins.
RealFi tokens are the exclusive property purchase token coin accepted at RealFiexc, an
alternate currency token coin full-service-exchange.
S11-Effi’s Algorithms
My digital assistant duties include providing algorithm smart contract code base management,
administration, guidance, and voice assistance interaction derived from gathering, assembling,
execution, and recording of SSRE’s listing-to-sales-close-cycles datasets.
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